
NEW SERVICES BY TURKISH CARGO!



We only carry your general cargo 
shipments with TK SMART.

WHAT DO WE CARRY WITH 
TK SMART?

TK SMART ADVANTAGES

With TK SMART, your 
general cargo shipments are 
delivered to their destination 
with smart solutions and
lean processes!

SMART MOVE,
PRACTICAL
SOLUTION!

No weight or
volume limit*

* Depends on aircraft type and capacity.

Acceptance up to 8 
hours before scheduled 
departure

Wide flight network

Lean operational 
processes

Connection time
starting at 12 hours at 
Istanbul hub

A TRANSPORT STORY

I am a stylist. Creations that blend 
different cultures have become my 
signature designs. I had to import 
fabric from Bucharest to Los Angeles 
to reflect the designs I had in mind 
for the next season’s line. I had 
to make the right choice for the 
product to be here on the planned 
date, and I saw that Turkish Cargo 
was the best choice. Using
the TK SMART product,
I received my fabrics both at an 
affordable cost and at the
specified time.



TK PHARMA, TK FRESH, TK CARE,
TK COURIER, TK VULNERABLE, 
GENERAL CARGO. Trust TK PREMIUM’s 
service quality for all your shipments
(except for livestock, valuable cargo)!

TK PREMIUM ADVANTAGES

Your important shipments 
are carried with priority and 
exclusive solutions with
TK PREMIUM.

ONE STEP 
AHEAD WITH 
THE RIGHT 
STRATEGY!

*Depends on aircraft type and capacity.
**Visit our website for terms and conditions. 

I am a procurement manager in an 
automotive company. Recently, we had 
an issue in the supply of a part on our 
production line. The piece was also a very 
important one. There would’ve been no 
production without it, the factory would 
come to a halt. Well, of course, nobody 
wants none of that. Anyway, we searched 
and searched and found the piece in Kuala 
Lumpur. It had to be delivered to Sao Paulo 
from all the way there. Besides, we were in 
a hurry. We contacted the Turkish Cargo 
agency. Since our parts were under 300 kg, 
we were able to supply our product with a 
reservation flight although the aircraft was 
full. I don’t know what would’ve happened
if it wasn’t for Turkish Cargo...

A TRANSPORT STORY

WHAT DO WE CARRY WITH
TK PREMIUM? 

Up to 300 kg capacity 
and loading
guarantee on closed 
freighter flights

Flight Guarantee
(FAB) on a
booked flight

Acceptance option
up to 4 hours before 
scheduled departure

High speed and
priority

No weight or
volume limit on
available flights*

Short connection
time starting from
3 hours at Istanbul hub

Delivery option starting 
as early as 4 hours after 
scheduled arrival

Money-back guarantee**



With our TK PHARMA, TK LIVE, TK VALUABLE,
TK COURIER, TK FRESH, TK CARE,
TK VULNERABLE, and GENERAL CARGO
services, we offer the fastest solution in the
industry for all your special and general cargo 
shipments from pharmaceuticals to
valuable cargo, from livestock to general cargo.

WHAT DO WE CARRY WITH 
TK URGENT?

TK URGENT ADVANTAGES

Your last minute and critical 
shipments are delivered to 
their destination with the 
highest priority by
TK URGENT.

THE BEST MOVE 
FOR IMMEDIATE 
SHIPMENTS!

***Visit our website for terms and conditions. 

I work in a medical company in 
Dusseldorf that sells supplies to 
hospitals. Materials were needed to 
be used for a patient taken to the 
ICU one day, moreover, it had to be 
delivered to the hospital on the same 
day. I know it’s hard to believe, but we 
pulled through, we had the material 
transported from Delhi to Düsseldorf 
on the same day. We chose the
TK URGENT service by Turkish Cargo 
for such an emergency. TK URGENT 
Team also kept in touch with us from 
the beginning to the end, and carried 
out the whole process meticulously 
and smoothly.

A TRANSPORT STORY
No weight or
volume limit**

Capacity and
reservation guarantee**

Acceptance option 
up to 1.5 hours before 
scheduled departure

24/7 available
TK URGENT team

Shortest connection time 
starting from 1.5 hours 
at Istanbul hub, next day 
delivery

Highest priority and 
loading guaranteed

Delivery option starting
2 hours after the scheduled 
landing at the earliest

100% money-back 
guarantee***

*Depends on aircraft type and capacity.
**Visit our website for terms and conditions. 




